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Libraries are not ends in themselves. 
They serve the research and learning needs 
of their universities.
The major long term influence on libraries 
is how those needs change. 
To be effective, libraries need to 


















































1. Satisfaction with the Library’s research and learning services
2. Learning through information literacy skills for lifelong learning
3. Quality of relevant services and usage of resources that contributes to  
SMU’s vision
4 Engagement with faculty and postgraduate students in research activities
5 Availability of SMU scholarly publications
6 Library staff learning and development activities
7 Library staff engagement
8 Community engagement within and outside SMU
StratPlan 2016‐2018
Our Passion, Our Commitment, Your Advantage
What Do You Want to Achieve? 
Focusing on waste elimination and cost reduction 
alone is no guarantee of business success.  The Lean 
idea of 'value' involves understanding your customer 
& environment, defining a strategic direction that 
will set you apart in delivering customer value, and 
mobilizing the organization in that pursuit.  
A narrow focus on minimizing waste 
and cost alone is ultimately not what 
will help organizations meet the 
challenges they face and differentiate 
themselves from competitors.
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• Problem Solving Training
• Using data to make decisions 
• Root cause analysis
• Stakeholder analysis; 
• Voice of the Customer
• Lean principles ‐ Values, Outcomes & Return 
on Investment 
Our Passion, Our Commitment, Your Advantage
Know Your stakeholders:
Who are they?
• Attitudinal Research
– Surveys
– User interviews
– Focus groups
• Behavioral Research
– Usability Testing
– User experience (UX) or contextual inquiry
– Walk‐throughs
• Participatory Design
– Rapid prototypes
– Reverse guided tours
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Bad Libraries Build Collections,
Good Libraries Build Services, 
Great Libraries Build Communities
David Lankes
Not in Volumes 
Not in Gate Counts 
In the Dreams and Aspirations of 
the Community
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